
HORSHAM RURAL CITY COUNCIL RESPONSES TO THE ESC REQUEST 

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION APRIL 2016 

1.1 185E(3)(A) – HIGHER CAP 

In its application, Council has asked for a higher rate cap of 1.0 per cent above the average 
rate cap. In the Baseline Information template that Council has provided, it shows that a 
higher rate of 0.88 per cent above the average rate cap is needed.  

Could Council please advise which is the correct higher rate cap that Council as applying 
for?  

The worksheet “Calculating the higher cap” in the Baseline Information template has an error 
in the data. Cell E80 contains the correct number of assessments for 30 June 2016 of 
12,050. This was not correctly translated to cells F119 & F137, which incorrectly show 
12,065. Cells F142 & F143 were not correctly formatted in the template which would have 
contributed to not identifying this error. A corrected baseline Information Template is 
provided which shows a proposed increase of 1.01% - we have rounded this to 1%. 
Attachment RFI 1.1 A 
 
The Certification Statement for the Budget Baseline data provided by Council appears not to 
be signed. Can Council please provide a signed copy?  
 
Yes apologise we over-looked providing the signed certification page. This has been 
attached as Attachment RFI 1.1 B 
 

1.2 185E(3)(B) – REASONS 
The application states that Council has previously identified a growing gap between the 
renewal spending required to maintain existing assets, and the available funding for that 
purpose. It further states that Council is addressing its social responsibility to manage a 
large public asset base in the long term interests of its community.  
An initial review by Commission staff has raised areas where further information is needed to 
verify claims made by Council. 
We received an unsigned copy of the Minutes of the Special Meeting on 29 March 2016, at 
which the Application was approved. Please confirm that it has been properly authorised.  
 
Signed copies of the minutes are provided as Attachment RFI 1.2. Minutes are only signed 
at the next available Council meeting which took place on the 4th of April which was post the 
closing date required by the ESC for Variation Applications. 
 

The Mayor voted against the motion to submit this Application. Can Council comment on the 

matter?  

Council has 7 democratically elected Councillors with no ward representation. A Council 
decision is reached by majority and in fact Council could have voted 4 in favour and 3 
against and the variation application would still have been lodged. Following debate all 
councillors accept the majority view and support the application.  
Each councillor has the right to express their views within the Council chamber and therefore 
council believes this request is irrelevant to the application.  
 



1.3 185E(3)(C) – ENGAGEMENT 
This legislative matter requires the Council to specify how it has taken account of the views 
of the community. It is expected that Council provide evidence of how it sought to engage 
with the community, what were the outcomes of the engagement (i.e. what were community 
views) and, crucially, how these were considered in determining the higher cap.  
An initial review by Commission staff has identified areas where further clarification is 
needed to verify claims made by Council. 
In its application, Council states that during 2015–16 Council reviewed its engagement policy 
and framework, and this has been used to establish a detailed engagement plan (provided).  
Can Council please provide a copy of the review report, if available?  

 

Council did not produce a specific “Review Report” however the process was undertaken as 
follows: 
 
The community engagement policy was developed in collaboration with Councillors, the 
executive management group, managers and other staff. Input was received on what the 
policy should govern, what the principles of engagement should be and what commitment 
should be made by Council regarding engagement. 
 
The policy was made available for comment via the website and Facebook this was 
advertised through our public notices. No comments were received. 
 
We also sought, via a survey, the community’s views on how and when they expect to be 
engaged in Council’s decision making. The survey was made available through: Council’s 
website and Facebook page; the North West Grampians Newsletter; and through email. 
There were two face to face engagements; in the Horsham branch of the library; and at the 
Natimuk Post Office. The results of this survey informed Council’s engagement processes 
but were not intended to influence the policy. 
 
The internal engagement plan included the following steps and content: 

• Brief selected staff on process plan and request input 
Support materials included-example policies, example materials to support policy, the 
development plan including timeline. 

• Brief Executive Management Group on process  
Presentation on the purpose of the policy (beyond requirement by legislation), 
describe the process to develop policy and create ‘buy in’ from councillors, directors, 
managers and other staff 

• Council session 
Part 1 
A general presentation on what community engagement is and why it is important, 
outline what the purpose of the policy is and use examples from other organisations 
to lead conversation 
Link the development of the policy to the core values: We are accountable to our 
community for our decisions and actions; We will seek creative, innovative solutions 
for continuous improvement in line with our vision for the future; We will work with our 
community, government and agencies to deliver quality outcomes; We will work 
together to lead our community in a professional manner; We will be transparent in 
our work 
(a) reflect on the council's past and current practices for engaging the community, by 
discussing questions like: 
– Apart from elections, when do residents tend to get involved in council issues? 
– What has council done well in engaging the community in the past? 
– What are council's weaknesses in community engagement? 
– What does council want to do better in community engagement? 



– What will be the benefits to council if community engagement is improved? 
(b) discuss the types of issues and decisions where councillors believe it is a priority 
to engage the community more 
Part 2 
(a) develop a statement of council's commitment to community engagement 
(b) agree on a set of principles that will guide the council's approach to community 
engagement 
(c) discuss the potential costs of doing more community engagement (in terms of 
staff time and budget needs) balance this against the ‘cost’ of not doing engagement 
 

• Content review by third line managers and Executive Management Group  
• Adopted in Council meeting on Monday 15 June 2015 
• Report on adopted policy at general staff meeting 
 

A copy of Councils Community Engagement Policy and Procedure is provided as 

Attachment RFT 1.3 A & RFI 1.3 B. 

 

What is the process followed by Council in taking account of the views of participants in 
engagement sessions?  

 

Getting a broad cross-sectional view of our community and society is always a challenge. It 
is often the squeaky wheel that is heard the most and council must balance this against the 
other form of consultation that occurs regularly at the local level and that is through individual 
conversation between the elected representatives and the community. This occurs on a 
continual basis in the community and probably is much more prevalent in a rural community 
than a metropolitan one, where population numbers mean that the elected representatives 
are well known across a broad area of the community. These engagements are not formally 
documented but no doubt help assist councillors in making their decisions in the council 
chamber. 
 
With respect to the formal consultations council is provided with a summarised version of the 
individual feedback that is received as provided to the ESC in our application Supporting 
Evidence SE 3.1 and SE 3.6. And analysis such as that of the on-line survey Supporting 
Evidence SE 3.5 and the word map re analysis of the free text. 
 
This is provided at a Council briefing session where Council then has broad discussion 
around what this evidence conveys and weighs that up against the other evidence and 
matters that need to be considered. Other community evidence such as service requests, 
feedback at community forums held with the rural community on a regular basis and 
evidence provided from consultants such as Moloney (Supporting Evidence SE 2.2). 
 

 

The application states that Council conducted a number of engagement sessions on its 
2016–17 budget.  

It is unclear what information was provided to participants on options other than the 
proposed 1% increase to the cap. Can Council outline what options and trade-offs were 
discussed at the public sessions?  

 

Examples of the presentations given were provided as Supporting Evidence SE 3.3 & SE 3.4 
in council’s variation application. Issues discussed revolved around the need to balance 



service delivery with community expectations, available funding opportunities (particularly 
through one-off grants) and council’s policy around the use of debt. 
 
Engagement of this sort with the community is difficult in terms of keeping it brief enough to 
maintain interest but detailed enough to have some meaningful discussion. It requires as a 
first step, for general education to be undertaken as to what it is that council does and the 
extent of its services and works programs. The presentations made in 2015-16 (SE 3.3) 
show that considerable effort was undertaken to do this, however there is a cost to 
undertaking this as the presentation becomes too long and complicated for the average 
community member. But how can you tackle the more complex questions of trade-offs and 
alternatives without this base level understanding? 
 
So in the 2016-17 presentations to date we simplified the presentation (SE 3.4) to provide 
more time for general discussion of the budget and also we kept the key matter of the ESC 
Rate variation to the very end of the presentation so that this was top of mind in the 
discussions that took place. Slide 9 of this presentation includes the commentary of the 
further discussion points to be had around this matter. 
 
It is clearly a very complex decision making process to balance a councils budget where 
services are being delivered across a very broad range of areas and the community has a 
very broad range of views and expectations. 
 
It is unrealistic to suggest that complex matters such as trade-offs and alternatives can be 
decided upon through brief community consultation processes. Councillors make these 
decisions after considering a broad range of documentary evidence, officers reports, 
community comments, statutory reports and significant knowledge developed over a long 
period of time as a councillor. 
 
The Community Feedback sheets appear to record comments made at the 2015–16 and 
2016–17 sessions. Can Council clarify how outcomes of this engagement were considered 
and actioned where appropriate?  
 

For the 2015-16 comments each was analysed to identify whether there were any clear 
actions that could be taken. These were then collated into an action sheet that identified the 
types of issues that needed addressing and the course of action to achieve the outcome. 
These were presented to the Executive Management Group and some (not all) of the actions 
were factored in to ongoing work plans or considered in the budget process moving forward 
in to 2016-17. This task has not yet been undertaken with respect to 2016-17 due to the tight 
time lines and available resources.  
 
You will notice in the first page of SE 3.1 that the topics discussed are very broad ranging 
and often secondary to the purpose of the presentation being the budget. What these sorts 
of comments and feedback do is help inform officers understanding and direction in subtle 
ways as budgets and policy are developed. 
  
If further Community group sessions have now taken place for 2016–17, can Council provide 
details (location, date and number attending)? 
 

Supporting Evidence SE 3.2 contained an appendix 4 that was not provided as it included 
individuals contact details for which that they had not given consent to us to provide in a 
public document. I have now attached that appendix as Attachment 1.3 C with the private 
information removed. You will see from this that there are 29 groups in total that have been 
contacted by council. Of these 3 sessions have been held to date, 3 groups have indicated 
that they do not wish to hear from council and the remainder have all been followed up to 



see if they are interested but to date none have locked in any dates. Also attached is the list 
of general community briefing meetings for 2015 & 2016. These are much broader than just 
the budget but do generally include discussion about the budget and rating matters. 
Attachment 1.3 D 
 
This again is an example of the challenge of community consultation with respect to these 
matters and reflects that it must be viewed as a long term objective and not a short term 
one-issue item. 
 
Council has been exploring a more participative approach to budgeting in the future, 
particularly the use of a citizen’s jury that could allow cross community views to be held in a 
representative way. We would however need to factor in some significant extra costs to the 
budget to allow this to happen and that has not been done in 2016-17 and may be difficult to 
achieve in 2017-18 without further income to cover this additional requirement, given the rate 
capping environment. 

 

A report to Council on 22 March 2016 showed that respondents to an online survey gave 
‘Roads & Paths’ the highest average rating of importance. But, of these respondents, more 
were unwilling (42%) than willing (37%) to pay an additional 1% in rates to update ‘ageing 
roads and community facilities’. Given this feedback, how did Council reach its position to 
seek a higher cap?  

37% willing is in fact 46.8% of those that could answer the question, so it is near enough to 
50% for and 50% against. I refer you back to the responses above as to how this piece of 
information was considered along with all of the others pieces of the puzzle. This question 
was certainly not the sole determinate in any decision made. Council has had this approach 
since 2008/09 and have not received one negative budget submission with respect to this 
over that period of time. 
 
In a presentation to Councillors at the MAV Rural and Regional Forum on 13 August 2015, 
Mr Ron Ben-David from the ESC stated that the important component of Community 
Engagement is that it “takes in to account community views , but doesn’t have to have 100% 
community support”. 
 

1.4 185E(3)(D) – VALUE AND EFFICIENCY 

This legislative matter requires councils to ensure that they can demonstrate they have 
sufficient policies and processes in place (and have taken specific actions) to ensure that the 
additional revenue raised will be used efficiently and that the outcomes being pursued 
represent value for money for ratepayers.  

An initial review by Commission staff has identified areas where further clarification is 
needed to verify claims made by Council. 

In the Budget Baseline data provided, the ‘Assets - With Higher Cap’ sheet shows one 
significant difference from the ‘No Higher Cap’ version: an increase of $210,000 from 
$196,000 to $406,000 on the detail line ‘Hennessy St Albert St onwards’. Has any thought 
been given to ‘Value for Money’ considerations for this specific project?  

The process that has been put in place by the State Government and ESC, for a variation to 
the rate cap requires significant resources to complete and is itself another form of cost 
shifting to Local Government from the State Government.  

Council has had to take a pragmatic approach to preparing this information and preparing 
itself for the outcome of the ESC decision regardless of which way it falls. Thus we have 
taken a simplistic approach to add the $210,000 re the additional 1% to an individual road 
project. This will allow us ease to remove this from the budget and push this component of 



works in to the next financial year, should we be unsuccessful. This will make it easier to 
adjust our detailed budget documentation and still meet the 30 June deadline for the 
adoption of our budget (including 28 days consultation in accordance with Section 223 of the 
Local Government Act). 

The reality is that this is not how things work in the true sense of developing up our works 
program. Things are done holistically and over a period of time greater than just one year. 
Removing $210,000 from the program has ramifications for future years base funding and 
relative priorities change from year to year due to a range of external forces, project costs 
and funding availability. 

To single this project out for “Value for Money” considerations is inappropriate, the bigger 
issue is whether Council needs to be addressing the renewal gap or not. Council believes 
the Victorian Auditor General’s would argue that council does need to be pro-actively 
addressing this issue. See Supporting Evidence SE 0.2. And this is certainly what our 
council is doing. 

 

1.5 185E(3)(E) – TRADE OFFS AND ALTERNATIVE FUNDING  

This legislative matter requires councils to demonstrate that they have considered the 
prioritisation of services and different funding options before seeking a higher cap. 

We noted that Council’s Application has been prepared in accordance with its Loan Policy 
and on the basis that borrowings are utilised only for new assets.  

What is Council’s process for adopting its financial policies or strategies?  

Council has a Policy Framework policy and a procedure for the development and review of 
its policies. These clearly layout the process for all policy development and review and this is 
what would apply to a review of the Loan Policy. Incidentally this policy is up for review in the 
next 6 months. Attachments 1.5 A & 1.5 B. 

When there are major changes or proposals to change the existing financial policies or 
strategies, is any consideration given to obtaining the views of community and ratepayers?   

See Attachment 1.5 B the Policy Implementation, review and Approval Procedure, this 
clearly sets out the consultation requirements. 

Can Council comment further on its policy of funding for road upgrades? 

The Roads Asset Management Plan (Supporting Evidence SE 2.3) says: 

All new and upgrade projects are prioritised and programmed using Council’s Capital 
Evaluation Framework as part of the annual capital works budgeting process. Capital works 
selection criteria would typically include issues such as: 

• Fit with Council strategies  
• Service level 
• Social impact on community 
• Capital finance source 
• Operational/maintenance cost 
• Environmental impacts aspects 
• Consequences/likelihood of risk 
• Capital classification – renew/new/upgrade 
The extent of funding is based on: 
-The overall desired capex program 
-The level of funding deemed available, considering rate rises and external funding sources 
-The criteria of some external funding sources – can they only be used for specific purposes 



 
Our prioritisation is then based on drawing the line where the funding runs out. There is 
never enough funding to do everything we believe is needed. We have to draw the line 
somewhere.  
 
1.6 185E(3)(F) – LONG TERM PLANNING  

This legislative matter requires that the assumptions and proposals in the application are 
consistent with those in the council’s long-term strategy and financial management policies 
set out in the council’s planning documents and annual budget.  

Would Council please provide a copy of its long-term plan, if one has been prepared?  

 
Council does not have a Long term Financial Plan as it is not a statutory requirement. 

A Draft document is under development together with a detailed planning framework 
document, but as yet this has not been adopted by council.  

Each year as part of the budget process council considers a longer term view of major 
capital works and how that may impact on key financial indicators moving beyond the term of 
Strategic Resource Plan. 

  

1.7 OTHER INFORMATION 

This section contains other information that the Commission would like the Council to verify 
and submit. 

LOCAL GOVERNMENT PERFORMANCE REPORTING FRAMEWORK (LGPRF) –
FINANCIAL INDICATORS 

Please complete the tables below. These tables utilise the existing LGPRF financial indicator 
projections for the next 4 years (or longer if available), and provide updated scenarios based 
on a) the proposed higher cap, and b) based on the average rate cap of 2.5 per cent. This 
information will aid in demonstrating the potential impacts to the Council with and without the 
higher cap. 

KPI’s provided as Attachment RFI 1.7 A. We have only removed the proposed higher cap 
from the 2016-17 year. The years for 2017-18 and 2018-19 are based on an estimated cap 
of 2.5% plus 1% for Infrastructure Renewal even though this will be the subject of a variation 
application to the ESC in subsequent years. 

 ESSENTIAL SERVICES COMMISSION COUNCIL PROFILE 

The Council profile is a snapshot of the data the Commission has collected to provide 
contextual information about Council prior to applying for higher caps. It includes data 
collected from council budgets, annual reports, the Victorian Grants Commission data, the 
LGPRF and the VAGO indicators. 

The document represents the Commission staff's understanding of some data about the 
Council. We are extending to the Council the opportunity to correct any data transfer errors 
that may have occurred when the data was extracted. The Commission requests that the 



Council review the information collected in the Council profile, to ensure the information is 
accurate to the best of their knowledge. 
 

Council has reviewed the document that was provided and has corrected ESC data transfer 

errors that it has identified. This is provided as Attachment RFI 1.7 B - Council Profile 

 

 

Graeme Harrison 
Director Corporate Services 
29 April 2016 
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Community Engagement Policy 
 

1. PURPOSE 

The purpose of the policy is twofold. Firstly to ensure that Council effectively engages 

with the community when required and when the community expects to be engaged, 

and secondly to outline expectations for Council’s engagement practice. 

 
This will be achieved by: 

• ensuring that Council effectively engages with the community in relation to the 

Council Plan, budget and other strategic documents; 

• providing a guide to the kinds of engagement that would produce better 

outcomes for Council’s projects and operations and ensure that this engagement 

meets the expectations of the community; 

• ensuring that the community is effectively engaged by Council and that barriers 

to participation are minimised; 

• ensuring that the appropriate level of engagement is used by Council; 

• providing a consistent approach to community engagement across the 

organisation through the use of the engagement toolkit that will provide tools 

for planning, conducting, evaluating, and recording of engagement. 

 
In addition, this policy will ensure that Council complies with the Local Government 

(Planning and Reporting) Regulations 2014, containing the Schedule 1 Governance and 

Management checklist, which requires a community engagement policy. 

2. INTRODUCTION 

 

In 2010 a Community Development Framework was developed and adopted by Council. 

This Policy is the enactment of the recommendation within that to implement a 

Community Engagement Framework. At the same time as the Framework was adopted 

an Engagement Template was developed. The Community Engagement Procedure will 

replace that Template. 

 

 

Council Policy 
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Community engagement is a vital function for Council because by effectively engaging 

with our community: 

• We will develop solutions using the knowledge and experience of our 

community; 

• We will hear comments and be able to implement recommendations from the 

community on our plans, strategies and operations; 

• We will be able to inform the community about decisions, plans and strategies 

that Council intends to adopt or implement. 

 
The benefits of successful engagement can include: 

• Community input can improve the quality of policy being developed, making it 

more practical and relevant; 

• Community input can ensure services are delivered in a more effective and 

efficient way for that community; 

• Early notice of emerging issues puts Council in a better position to deal with 

those issues in a proactive way, instead of reacting as anger and conflict arise; 

• Good engagement enhances the reputation of the Council as open, accountable 

and willing to listen; 

• Engagement can foster a sense of belonging to community and considerable 

benefits from working together on behalf of the community. 

 
The Local Government Act 1989 [Section 3D-2 (a)] includes in its definition of the role of 

a Council that “The role of Council includes acting as a representative government by 

taking into account the diverse needs of the local community in decision making”. One 

important way in which Council can achieve this is through engaging with our 

community. 

3. SCOPE 

 

Councillors and Council staff should be aware of the importance of engagement, for 

both ongoing operations and one-off projects, and those circumstances where it is 

required or desirable. 

Councillors and Council staff that are involved in engagement should understand the 

standards and principles that govern effective engagement and use the engagement 

toolkit to assess the need to engage and to plan, conduct, review and record 

engagement using the tools within the kit. 

Contractors conducting projects or ongoing operations on Council’s behalf should 

adhere to this policy when conducting engagement activities. Contracts and Tenders will 

be constructed to make this an obligation. 
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4. DEFINITIONS 

 

Community-Horsham Rural City is made up of many communities, including: 

• those centred around a town, neighbourhood or region 

• those based on a particular interest, such as agriculture, sustainability, arts or 

sport 

• those based on life stages, lifestyles or population groups such as senior 

citizens, people with a disability or youth, and 

• those based on a particular unifying event, such as the drought or the 

Remlaw fire. 

 
Community Engagement- A broad term that refers to any process, project or initiative 

that involves the community, or requires community input, in order to make a decision 

or solve a problem. It includes all levels and ways of including the community in 

decision-making. 

 
Stakeholders- Individuals or groups who are likely to be affected either physically or 

financially or with interest in, the project or program e.g. adjacent residents, ethnic 

groups, absent owners, community groups, sporting clubs, agencies and Council’s other 

departments or directorates. 

 
Council’s projects and operations do have varying impacts on the community and 

different stakeholders will be affected in different ways to account for these differences 

varying degrees of engagement will be appropriate depending on the circumstances. 

 

The International Association for Public Participation (IAP2) recognises the following 

levels of engagement: 

 
Inform- To provide the public with balanced and objective information to assist them in 

understanding the problem, alternatives, opportunities and/or solutions. 

Inform promise- We will keep you informed. 

 
Consult- To obtain public feedback on analysis, alternatives and/or decisions. 

Consult promise- We will keep you informed, listen to and acknowledge concerns and 

aspirations, and provide feedback on how public input influenced the decision. We will 

seek your feedback on drafts and proposals. 

 
Involve- To work directly with the public throughout the process to ensure that public 

concerns and aspirations are consistently understood and considered. 
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Involve promise- We will work with you to ensure that your concerns and aspirations 

are directly reflected in the alternatives developed and provide feedback on how public 

input influenced the decision. We will work with you to ensure that your concerns and 

aspirations are directly reflected in the alternatives developed and provide feedback on 

how public input influenced the decision. 

Collaborate- To partner with the public in each aspect of the decision including the 

development of alternatives and the identification of the preferred solution. 

Collaborate promise- We will work together with you to formulate solutions and 

incorporate your advice and recommendations into the decisions to the maximum 

extent possible. 

Empower- To place final decision making in the hands of the public. 

Empower promise- We will implement what you decide. 

© International Association for Public Participation www.iap2.org 

 

 

 

5. PRINCIPLES 

 

When engaging the community in a decision-making process, Council promises to: 

• Provide a genuine opportunity for the community to have input and an influence 

on decisions that are the subject of the engagement 

• Actively seek out and encourage contributions from people who may be affected 

by or interested in a decision 

• Provide relevant, timely and balanced information so people can contribute in a 

meaningful way including clearly defining negotiable and non-negotiable 

elements of any subject of engagement 

• Provide a variety of appropriate and accessible ways for people to have their say 

and to speak honestly 

• Actively listen so that people’s ideas and input assist in making the final decision 

• Consider the needs and interests of all people in the decision-making process 

• Tell the community about the final decision, and how their input was considered 

• To effectively record engagement plans, methodologies, community responses, 

outcomes and evaluations 

 

The following principles will guide Horsham Rural City Council’s engagement practice: 
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5.1 Genuine – Council will be upfront and explain the level of influence the community 

can have in the community engagement process and will highlight the negotiable and 

non-negotiable elements of any community engagement. 

 
5.2 Focus and clarity – Council will provide clear statements about the scale, focus and 

purpose of each community engagement activity. 

 
5.3 Inclusiveness and accessibility – Council will facilitate processes for a diverse range 

of perspectives to be heard. Community engagement processes will recognize that there 

are a number of groups within the community who have particular requirements to 

enable them to participate effectively in engagement processes and will seek to 

accommodate and include these groups. 

 
5.4 Provision of information and feedback – Council will provide sufficient, easy to read 

and accessible information so that community members are given the opportunity to 

provide informed input in the engagement. People participating in a community 

engagement process will be advised on issues of interest or concern and of the  

outcome. 

 
5.5 Timing – Council will ensure that community engagement is timed so that results are 

able to influence the policy, planning, decision making process and the implementation 

of those decisions. Council will, by using the Engagement Tracker, ensure that the risk of 

engagement fatigue is reduced by co-ordinating engagement activities when possible. 

 
5.6 Transparency – Council will communicate in an open and transparent way with the 

community to ensure meaningful input into Council’s planning and prioritisation 

processes. 

 

5.7 Evaluation – Council will evaluate community engagement processes against the 

goals as articulated in each community engagement plan. 

 
5.8 Resourcing – Council will consider the effective resourcing for community 

engagement at the start of each new project and when ongoing operations are reviewed 

allowance should be made for the resources required for any community engagement 

that is warranted. Council will, by using the Engagement Tracker, ensure that where 

practical engagement activities will be conducted together. 
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6. COMMUNICATION 

 
Executive management group, managers and staff directly involved in engagement will 

be briefed on the policy and the associated procedure. 

This policy will be communicated to Councillors, all HRCC employees, and the 

community via the Intranet and Council website. 

Project briefs that are prepared to engage contractors for work that includes community 

engagement must contain the obligation to conform to this policy. The policy will be 

made available via the tender portal when required. 

 
7. RESPONSIBILITY 

 
Policy Owner: Manager Community Development  

 

8. SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS 
 
 

Document Location 

Community Development Framework Intranet 

Community Engagement Procedure (Engagement Kit) Intranet 

Engagement resources Intranet 

Local Government (Planning and Reporting) Regulations 2014 Internet 

The Local Government Act 1989 Internet 

 

9. DOCUMENT CONTROL 
 
 

Version 

Number 

Approval 

Date 

Approval By Amendment 

01  15 June 2015 Council • New policy 

 

Horsham Rural City Council would like to acknowledge Sunshine Coast Council, the City of 

Subiaco, Mt Alexander Shire Council, Adelaide City Council and the International Association 

for Public Participation whose publications have been used as guidance in the preparation of this 

policy. 
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Procedure 

 

Community Engagement 
 

1. PURPOSE 

 

This procedure will give staff members and contractors the means to identify when 

engagement is necessary or desirable and to develop, implement and evaluate effective 

community engagement. The procedure will also provide a template for reporting on 

engagement activity.  

 

2.  INTRODUCTION 

 

Council recognises the importance of effective and consistent community engagement. 

This procedure will provide the means for conducting effective engagement and create a 

consistent approach throughout Council. 

 

3.  SCOPE 

 

Councillors and Council staff that are involved in engagement should understand the 

standards and principles that govern effective engagement and use the engagement 

toolkit to assess the need to engage and to plan, conduct, and review engagement using 

the tools within the kit. 

 

Contractors conducting projects or ongoing operations on Council’s behalf should 

adhere to the Community Engagement Policy and when conducting engagement 

activities, follow this procedure. Contracts and Tenders will be constructed to make this 

an obligation. 

 

4.  DEFINITIONS 

 

Community Engagement - A broad term that refers to any process, project or initiative 

that involves the community, or requires community input, in order to make a decision 

or solve a problem. It includes all levels and ways of including the community in 

decision-making. 
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Stakeholders - Individuals or groups who are likely to be affected either physically or 

financially or with interest in, the project or program e.g. adjacent residents, ethnic 

groups, absent owners, community groups, sporting clubs, agencies and Council’s other 

departments or directorates. 

 

Council’s projects and operations do have varying impacts on the community and 

different stakeholders will be affected in different ways to account for these differences. 

Varying degrees of engagement will be appropriate depending on the circumstances.  
 

Community - Horsham Rural City is made up of many communities, including: 

 those centred around a town, neighbourhood or region; 

 those based on a particular interest, such as agriculture, sustainability, arts or 

sport; 

 those based on life stages, lifestyles or population groups such as senior 

citizens, people with a disability or youth and;  

 those based on a particular unifying event, such as the drought or the 

Remlaw fire.  

 

The International Association for Public Participation (IAP2) recognises the following 

levels of engagement: 

 

Inform - To provide the public with balanced and objective information to assist them in 

understanding the problem, alternatives, opportunities and/or solutions. 

Inform promise - We will keep you informed. 

 

Consult - To obtain public feedback on analysis, alternatives and/or decisions. 

Consult promise - We will keep you informed, listen to and acknowledge concerns and 

aspirations, and provide feedback on how public input influenced the decision. We will 

seek your feedback on drafts and proposals. 

 

Involve - To work directly with the public throughout the process to ensure that public 

concerns and aspirations are consistently understood and considered. 

Involve promise - We will work with you to ensure that your concerns and aspirations 

are directly reflected in the alternatives developed and provide feedback on how public 

input influenced the decision. We will work with you to ensure that your concerns and 

aspirations are directly reflected in the alternatives developed and provide feedback on 

how public input influenced the decision. 
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Collaborate - To partner with the public in each aspect of the decision including the 

development of alternatives and the identification of the preferred solution. 

Collaborate promise - We will work together with you to formulate solutions and 

incorporate your advice and recommendations into the decisions to the maximum 

extent possible. 

Empower - To place final decision making in the hands of the public. 

Empower promise - We will implement what you decide. 

© International Association for Public Participation www.iap2.org 

 

5.  ACTIONS 

 

Using the templates, guides and tools contained within the Engagement Toolkit, staff 

and contractors will evaluate the need to engage the community, plan, deliver, report 

and evaluate in accordance with the Engagement Policy. 

 

Guide to using the Engagement Toolkit - This provides an overview and description of 

how to use each of the part of the kit. It also guides users through the steps of 

engagement. See appendix 1. 

 

Scoping for Engagement form - This form briefly summarises the project/process that is 

the reason for the engagement and broadly outlines some of the factors governing the 

engagement process. In addition it indicates generally the appropriate level for 

engagement. See appendix 2 

 

Stakeholder Analysis Tool - This tool analyses the stakeholders according to their 

perceived level of interest and capacity to be involved in the engagement. The tool then 

assigns a level of engagement that is appropriate for each stakeholder. See appendix 3 

 

Engagement Tools Matrix - This matrix matches potential methods of engagement with 

the levels of engagement they are appropriate for. The methods are described in detail 

in ‘Book 3 - The Engagement Toolkit’ produced by Department of Sustainability.  This 

supporting document is available on the Intranet. See appendix 4 

 

Engagement Planning Tool - This is a detailed step by step tool to design engagement 

including identifying stakeholders, establishing the appropriate level of engagement for 

each stakeholder, identifying means to remove potential barriers to engagement and 

selecting the most suitable means of engagement. See appendix 5 

 

http://www.iap2.org/
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Reporting and Evaluation template - This template guides users in evaluating 

engagement and reporting on the outcomes of engagement. See appendix 6 

 

Engagement Flowchart - This is a simple one page diagram showing the key steps in 

engagement: planning, conducting, evaluating, recording and reporting (including sign 

off points). See appendix 7 

 

Engagement Tracker - This is a central register of engagements that are planned across 

the entire organisation. The register is available on the intranet in the form of a 

calendar. It enables combined engagement when appropriate and limits the risk of 

‘over’ engagement.  

 

6. COMMUNICATION 

 

There will be an initial briefing of all indoor staff to inform them of the Policy and 

Procedure and their role in engagement. 

There will be internal training for staff likely to be involved in engagement. This will 

include instruction on how to use the Engagement Kit. 

The Engagement Kit and reference documents will be available on intranet and 

reference documents are linked to from within the templates and forms. 

Incoming Councillors will be briefed on Policy and their role in engagement. 

The policy and procedure will be available on Council’s website for the public to view. 

 

7. RESPONSIBILITY 

 

Responsible Officer: Manager for Community Development 
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8. SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS 

 

Document Location 

Public Participation in Government Decision Making- Better 

Practice Guide, Victorian Auditor General’s Office 

Intranet 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples Engagement 

toolkit, Australian Human Rights Commission 

Intranet 

Book 1 - An Introduction to Engagement, Department of 

Sustainability and Environment 

Intranet 

Book 2 - The Engagement Planning Workbook, Department of 

Sustainability and Environment 

Intranet 

Book 3 - The Engagement Toolkit, Department of Sustainability 

and Environment 

Intranet 

100 Ideas to Help Engage Hard to Reach People, Capire 

Consulting Group 

Intranet 

Inclusive consultation and communication with people with a 

disability, Department of Planning and Community 

Development 

Intranet 

Completed Example-Planning for Engagement Form Intranet 

IAP2’s Public Participation Spectrum Intranet 

 

9. DOCUMENT CONTROL 

Version 

Number 

Approval 

Date 

Approval By Amendment 

01  15 

February 

2016 

EMG New procedure 
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THE ENGAGEMENT GUIDE 

2016 
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HRCC would like to acknowledge the City of Subiaco, Sunshine Coast Council, Mt Alexander Shire 
Council, Adelaide City Council, Department of Sustainability and Environment, The Regional 
Development Company, and the International Association for Public Participation whose 
publications have been used as guidance in the preparation of these materials. 
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Introduction 

The community engagement guide is a practical manual for staff who are designing and 

implementing a community engagement program as part of their work. Created in a step-by-step 

format, it outlines the various components of each stage of the engagement process, from planning, 

development and delivery, to reporting and evaluation. A variety of forms and other important 

information have also been provided to assist staff to work through each stage of the engagement 

process. 

Please note that not all of the steps outlined in the guide will be applicable to every community 

engagement process. This is something that the community development team will be able to clarify 

with you once you begin. 

The community development team is available to provide support and advice to staff across the 

organisation to ensure you get the most out of your engagement process from start to finish. The 

community development team have experience in a wide range of engagement activities and can be 

a valuable resource in all stages of the engagement process. 

Even if the community development team does not need to be involved in your project, it is 

important that you still let them know you are undertaking community engagement. This helps to 

identify any crossovers or conflicts that may impact other projects across the organisation.  

The work undertaken by many areas within the organisation is defined by legislative requirements 

and/or regulations which can include specific requirements for ‘public consultation’. Examples of this 

include amendments to, or adoption of, new local laws, development applications, town planning 

scheme amendments, major land transactions and disposal of property. At a minimum, these 

legislative or regulatory requirements must be complied with. 

Effective community engagement will require resources both human and financial. This will need to 

be factored into project budgets. Externally funded projects will need to take account of this cost 

when framing the budget for any grant application. Projects funded by Council should include in the 

budget bid an appropriate amount for engagement. When ongoing operations are reviewed, 

allowance should be made for the cost of any community engagement that is warranted. 

Council’s Community Engagement Policy sets out the principles and objectives of community 

engagement and this guide is intended to implement that policy. The Policy contains important 

definitions and explanations relating to the engagement process and this guide can only be properly 

understood in the context of the Policy. 

The Engagement Process - the steps in broad outline 

Preparing for Engagement - Scope, Plan the Engagement, and Develop an Evaluation Plan 

Conducting engagement 

Post engagement - Reporting back to the Community, Evaluating and debriefing 

Forms - Flowchart, Scoping, Planning (stakeholder analysis, tool selection), Evaluating, Reporting 

http://thepulse/Policies%20%20Procedures/Community%20Engagement%20Policy.pdf
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Deciding if you need to engage on your project 

Before you begin planning it is important to decide whether you need to do community engagement 

as part of your project and why. 

Community engagement that is inappropriate or unnecessary wastes the time and resources of both 

the municipality and the community, especially when there is no opportunity for the community to 

influence the outcome or decision being made. This damages the community’s confidence in Council 

and future engagement processes. For this reason, it is important to be sure you are engaging for 

the right reasons. 

The need to engage is able to be assessed using the impact assessment tool below. 

Answer the following questions: Yes No 

Should the community be informed about this issue?   

Will the decision being made have a significant social, environmental and/or 

economic impact on the community or other stakeholders? 

  

Is there a legal requirement to undertake engagement?   

Are you changing a service?   

Is there, or is there likely to be, strong community concern or interest in the 

issue? 

  

Is this a complex or difficult situation with widely differing views?   

Is there existing or potential community outrage about the issue?   

Has council asked for community input on this or similar matters in the past?   

Is there a council resolution attached to the project that requires community 

engagement? 

  

Would engagement assist the municipality or council to better understand 

local values, priorities, needs or issues that relate to your project? 

  

Is there a lack of other relevant information available in order to reach the 

decision? 

  

Is the decision being made likely to have a financial impact on the 

community? 

  

If there is more than one tick then you should use the tools in the Engagement Tool Kit to determine 

what the engagement should be. 

If the only tick is in question one then you should work with the Media and Communications Officer 

to ensure that the community is informed when required. 

Generally the more ticks the higher the level of engagement that should occur. 
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Preparing for Engagement 

Scoping engagement 

The purpose of this template is to define the project in precise terms and to identify the critical 

issues that are associated with the project. This will help those involved in the project set clear 

boundaries for the project and enable the project to be understood properly by others. It will also 

provide you with some clear parameters for engagement. 

  

Many of the answers to these questions may already exist in you project plan. 

1. Explain the project in a few sentences 

Provide a short summary of the project and its purpose.  

2. What do you want to find out or tell the community? 

It is important to clearly define which parts of the project you are seeking community input on and 

to be clear in communicating about the project about what input the community can have. What are 

the decisions that the community can influence? 

3. What are the non-negotiables/constraints? 

Being clear about the extent to which participants will be able to influence the decision being made 

is critical to establishing trust and to avoid incorrect perceptions. Non-negotiables and constraints 

are those things that can’t be changed. These might be defined by funding agreements, prior 

commitments to the community, legislation, regulation, prior Council decisions or other non-

negotiable factors. It is also important to be clear about who will be the final decision maker on the 

project.  

4. What is the history of this project? 

It is important to understand what existing beliefs and perceptions the community (or other 

stakeholders) may have of the project. By carefully reviewing how the project got to where it is 

hopefully you can identify issues that may come up during engagement or in other ways threaten 

the success of the project. 
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5. Who do you think will be involved in the process?  

By identifying everyone with an interest in the project you can ensure that relevant information can 

be sought from all stakeholders. It is important to consider who else from within Council may have 

an interest in the project so that they can have input at the most appropriate phase of the project. 

Not all stakeholders will need to have the same level of engagement in the project and their 

involvement can be tailored to suit their interest. It is best to try and identify as many possible 

stakeholders as you can even if some of them only have a low level of engagement with the project. 

 Internal stakeholders (within Council) 

 External stakeholders (Community, government, other organisations, etc.) 

6. What are the potential views or concerns about this project? 

Just as understanding the history of the project can help identify potential stumbling blocks, by 

considering what are possible or likely concerns that may be held by people, you can plan how these 

may be aired and addressed without threatening the project. 

7. What are the project timeframes? (i.e. how long have you got to undertake community 

engagement?) 

Engagement activities will need to be planned that can fit with the existing project timelines. 

8. Is there a budget available to support this process? 

Engagement activities will need to be planned that can be accommodated in the existing budget. 

9. What are your indicators of success for this project? 

What is your ideal outcome for this project and your community engagement process? Think 

through what success would look like. If you are aware of this from the beginning, it will help you to 

keep focused and on track throughout the process. This will also help you establish evaluation 

criteria that can be used in the evaluation form. 

10. Complete the Stakeholder analysis tool 

Using the list developed in step 5 place internal and external stakeholders in the matrix in the 

stakeholder analysis tool. This will enable you to identify the level of engagement appropriate for 

each stakeholder. 
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Planning engagement 

The planning form needs to be used in conjunction with the stakeholder analysis and tool selection 

matrix. 

Stakeholder analysis 

Different stakeholders may need to be involved in different ways.  The Stakeholder Analysis tool will 

allow you to see to what level stakeholders need to be involved. 

Stakeholders can change their position within the spectrum as the project evolves and new 

stakeholders may be identified. This may happen as you learn more about the stake or resources 

that an interested party has or as the project evolves in response to engagement inputs or other 

factors. 

Engagement tool selection matrix 

Having determined the level of engagement for the stakeholders in the project this table enables 

you to see a range of tools available for the different levels of engagement. The tools are also 

categorised to show whether they are suited to broadening or narrowing options.  

Choosing the right engagement techniques for your project is crucial to the success of your process. 

This decision will be largely based on the level of impact and level of engagement you have already 

identified, but also on the resources and time available to you, as well as what is suitable for the 

stakeholders involved. Some stakeholders may need to be engaged at different levels and therefore 

different tools will be required. For example a stakeholder with a high stake and high resources may 

need to be invited into a project steering group or a working party. 
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The matrix of engagement techniques shown in the engagement tools matrix presents a number of 

appropriate techniques for each level of engagement and provides examples of techniques you 

could use. The community engagement team can also provide advice in relation to selecting 

techniques. 

Details on each technique can be found in the resource Book 3 - The Engagement Toolkit, 

Department of Sustainability and Environment, including information on what can go right and what 

can go wrong. This information is particularly important so you can anticipate and be prepared for 

some of the issues that may arise. This resource can also be used to help evaluate the 

appropriateness of any techniques you are considering using for your engagement process. On the 

Community Engagement page of the intranet there is a version of this tool with embedded links. This 

will enable you to easily view what is involved in all of the various techniques. 

Planning for Engagement 

It is now time to develop your community engagement action plan, which is the practical 

methodology for your engagement process. 

The Planning for Engagement Template will become an invaluable resource when it comes to 

delivering your engagement program. Its purpose is to have all important information about 

your actual engagement process in the one place. It will be necessary to review the engagement 

plan and update it if necessary throughout the project cycle. 

Each step below corresponds with a question on the Planning for Engagement Template. In 

addition, on the intranet there is an engagement plan example that has been completed which 

may help you develop your plan. Note that this example has some modified tables to suit a 

staged process and that as engagement processes can vary widely you may wish to add 

elements to the plan to suit your project. 

1. Project Engagement details 

This provides a snapshot of who is managing the project; prospective dates of engagement; the level 

of the engagement and the commitment to the community. Some parts of this summary page can 

only be filled in after the rest of the form has been completed and the details are known about the 

design of your planned engagement. For example the ‘Level of Engagement’ will be the highest level 

assigned to a stakeholder and this determines the engagement goal and the promise to the 

community. 

2. Stakeholders 

The results of the stakeholder analysis and the engagement tools matrix are combined to identify 

how the internal and external stakeholders will be involved in the project. The IAP2 level of 

engagement for each stakeholder will have been determined by the stakeholder analysis and should 

be noted here so that the engagement activities that are planned match the stakeholders’ needs. 

http://thepulse/Communityengagement/Shared%20Documents/Book_3_-_The_Engagement_Toolkit.pdf
http://thepulse/Communityengagement/Shared%20Documents/Book_3_-_The_Engagement_Toolkit.pdf
http://thepulse/Communityengagement/SitePages/Engagement%20Method%20Selection.aspx
http://thepulse/Communityengagement/Shared%20Documents/Completed_Example-Planning_for_Engagement.docx
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3. Engagement activities 

One of the principles identified in the Community Engagement Policy is “When engaging the 

community in a decision-making process, Council promises to… Provide a variety of appropriate and 

accessible ways for people to have their say and to speak honestly.” Therefore you should plan a 

number of activities to cater for varying levels of interest and stake. 

What activities are you planning (online survey, social media campaign, etc.)? 

What events are you holding (i.e. workshop, community information session, etc.)? 

When and where will they be held (i.e. date, time and venue)? 

What tools or techniques will be used? 

Possible tools have already been identified using the Stakeholder Analysis tool with reference to the 

Engagement Tool Matrix. To finalise the tools that will be used it may be necessary to switch 

between steps 2 and 3 to ensure that all stakeholders are engaged at the most suitable level and 

that a range of activities and events have been identified. 

Engagement may need to occur at several stages in your project. For example, after an initial 

engagement to develop a plan, comment may be sought on a draft before it is finalised and 

presented to Council. You may therefore need to plan for activities in several phases of your project. 

Not all columns will apply to all activities. For example an online survey will have a start and finish 

date but no venue or time. 

4. Equity of Access to Engagement  

It is important to consider those members of the community who may experience barriers to 

participation. We have identified people with a disability and young people as sections of our 

community that may require additional opportunities to engage. The following tables enable you to 

record the steps you have taken to be inclusive. 

For further accessibility information- “Inclusive consultation and communication guide” or talk to the 

Rural Access Worker. Other helpful ideas are available in these resources “100 Ideas to Help Engage 

Hard to Reach People”, “Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples Engagement toolkit” or talk to 

the Community Development staff. 

5. Communications 

Who is your target audience? What communication methods will you use (i.e. invitations, letters, 

advertising, posters, etc.)? What tasks need to be completed? 

Council has a number of channels of communication that are readily accessible these include our 

website, Facebook page and public notices these should be considered. 

This section should always record how you are going to report back to stakeholders especially the 
community about the outcomes of the engagement including the decisions made and the next step 
in the project. 

http://thepulse/Policies%20%20Procedures/Community%20Engagement%20Policy.pdf
http://thepulse/Communityengagement/Shared%20Documents/Inclusive_consultation_communication_guide.pdf
http://thepulse/Communityengagement/Shared%20Documents/100_ideas_to_engage_hard_to_reach_people.pdf
http://thepulse/Communityengagement/Shared%20Documents/100_ideas_to_engage_hard_to_reach_people.pdf
http://thepulse/Communityengagement/Shared%20Documents/Aboriginal%20and%20Torres%20Strait%20Islander%20Peoples%20Engagement%20Toolkit%202012%20(pdf).pdf
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6. Resources 
What resources will you need (i.e. catering, printed materials, equipment, transport, etc.)? Have you 

booked these resources or made arrangements to have them collected or delivered? The community 

development team has a range of equipment and resources you can borrow. 

7. Facilitator/presenter 

Have you engaged a facilitator or presenter for your event? Have they been briefed on the project, 

the purpose of the event and what services are required? 

8. Additional Support (Staff, technical support, etc.) 

Do you require any additional support to deliver your engagement program (i.e. other staff, 

technical support, etc.)? 

Updating the Engagement Tracker 

The engagement tracker is a central register of engagements that are planned across the entire 

organisation. The register is available on the intranet in the form of a calendar. It enables combined 

engagement when appropriate and limits the risk of ‘over’ engagement. 

To update the tracker, on the left of the Engagement Tracker page are arrows and a yearly calendar. 

Use these to bring up the relevant month or months in the Calendar. 

If there are other engagements planned in that period you should contact the person responsible for 

that project. (When you click on the coloured bar representing an engagement the project 

manager’s name should appear in the section labelled ‘description’.) It may be possible if the two 

projects have similar target groups for your engagements to work together or it may be more 

productive to plan your engagements so that they do not coincide. The Community Development 

Team are available to assist in determining what would work best in the case of engagements that 

may be planned in the same timeframe. 

To establish a new entry double click on the day at the beginning of your engagement period. A 

dialogue box will open for the calendar entry. The title should be the name of your project. The start 

and finish dates of the entry can be adjusted from this dialogue box. Most engagement processes 

will take days if not weeks to be completed so tick the box that turns off the start and finish times of 

the appointment (this is located towards the bottom of the box). In the description area of the 

calendar entry put the name of the person responsible for managing the engagement. You may also 

choose to add the dates and times for specific events (if your engagement process includes these) in 

this same area. 

http://thepulse/Communityengagement/Lists/Enagement%20Tracker/calendar.aspx
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Planning for Evaluation 

It is important to consider evaluation before you begin the engagement process. In the scoping for 

engagement form you were asked to consider ‘What are your indicators of success for this project?’ 

and ‘What do you want to find out or tell the community?’ the answers to these two questions are 

central to the evaluation of your engagement. You should now read the Evaluation Form and 

consider how you will evaluate your engagement process. 

 

There are a number of ways you can gain community feedback on how the engagement process 

went. Examples include: 

 distribute a short evaluation survey to participants 

 contact a sample of stakeholders or participants afterwards 

 make your own observations during the event or process 

 talk to participants during the event 

 remember the best assessment always comes directly from participants. Throughout the 

process be sure to ask them how it is going and if their needs are being met. 

The Evaluation Form that addresses the points listed is available on the intranet. This can be used 

during stage four when you are evaluating your engagement process. 

There are a number of other evaluation methods available, which may benefit your project or the 

decision-making process. The community engagement team can assist you in finding the most 

appropriate method. 

http://thepulse/Templates/6-Evaluation_Form.docx
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It is a good idea where practical to collect photographs and other records of your engagement 

practice this may include for example screenshots of on line activities. 

Conducting engagement 

After all of your planning, it’s time to deliver the engagement program. Below is a list of some things 

to consider before you begin. Talk to the Community Development team if you are in doubt as to 

what preparations might be required. 

Engagement Events 

RSVPs 

Once you have advertised, promoted or sent out invitations you will need to be ready to take RSVPs. 

Ensure you have informed Records and Reception Staff so they can forward responses (emails, 

letters or phone calls) to you or your project team. 

If your event will be catered, it is recommended that you ask if people have any special dietary 

requirements. 

But remember participants often do not RSVP, so be prepared for extra people to show up at your 

event. Make sure you can accommodate additional attendees in terms of catering, seating, staff, and 

the format of your event. 

Registration sheets 

The information requested on the registration sheet depends entirely on what you need to know 

about your participants. If you would like to keep them informed on the progress of the project, or 

would like to invite them back to a later engagement event, you will need to ask for contact details. 

A phone number and email address is usually sufficient. You may also want to know other details, 

like residential address or town. (See page 14 for information on Privacy Statements.) 

Name badges 

If you are having an event where you (or the facilitator) will be interacting with participants, or if 

participants will be expected to interact with each other, it is a good idea to provide name badges, 

including for Council staff.  

You may be able to prepare name badges beforehand from the RSVPs you have received. This may 

help reduce congestion as guests arrive. 
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Venue set up 

You will need to think about how to set up the venue according to the activities you are planning on 

running. 

Tips for venue set up: 

 Ensure all participants can see the projector screen, facilitator and/or visual displays. 

 Although quite common, arranging seating in theatre style (i.e. seats in rows with all 

participants facing forward and the facilitator or presenter on a stage or platform at the front) 

may not always be the most appropriate set up. This format can sometimes create an 'us 

versus them' atmosphere.  

 Consider the needs of people with a disability e.g. ensure that aisles are wide enough for 

people using walking aids or wheelchairs. (The rural access worker will be able to assist you 

with your planning.) 

Non-event activities 

Social Media 

Facebook 

Council has a number of active Facebook pages that can be used to promote engagement activities 

and raise awareness of engagements. Council’s Media & Communications Officer can post onto all of 

Council’s pages. It may be appropriate for larger projects to establish a page dedicated to that 

project. This should be done in consultation with the Media & Communications Officer and the 

Community Development team. There are risks involved in using social media and these need to be 

identified and managed. Council has a ‘business’ page that enables us to centrally manage log-ins 

and permissions. This should be used to establish any pages used for Council business. 

Twitter 

Council has a twitter feed that can be used for promotional purposes. As with Facebook a project 

specific feed may be appropriate but please discuss this with the Media & Communications Officer 

and the Community Development team. 

Other on-line tools 

Survey Monkey 

This is an on-line survey service that includes managing the results and creating graphs. Paper 

versions of the survey can also easily be created. Surveys can be created in our corporate colours 

and include our logo. Council has a subscription to this service contact the Community Development 

team for the details. 
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Privacy Statement 

When collecting information, a privacy statement should be made at the point of collection. The 

privacy statement should include: who is collecting the information and the relevant contact details; 

the purpose that the information will be used for; that information that is collected can be accessed 

by the person that provided that information; and if the information is to be shared or publicly 

available, how and under what circumstances that will happen. It is important that information is 

collected in compliance with the Privacy and Data Collection Act 2014. The Community Development 

Team can provide advice or refer you to the appropriate Council officer if required. 

For example if soliciting written submissions on our website there should be a statement that says 

for example “This information is being collected by Horsham Rural City Council (P.O. Box 511, 

Horsham, Victoria 3402- phone 5382 9777) for the purpose of developing a community precinct 

plan. The information you provide including your name may be included in a report to Council. You 

will be able to gain access to the information we collect.” 

 

Post engagement  

Evaluate the process 

How did it go? 

Evaluate the process 

Now that you have delivered your engagement, it is time to evaluate the process. To do this you will 

need to refer back to the evaluation strategy that was determined during the planning for 

engagement stage. 
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Think about 

Did you collect any information along the way that could assist with your evaluation? For example, 

participant numbers, participant surveys, team debriefs, observation notes, etc. 

You should use the evaluation template provided to conduct a simple evaluation of your 

engagement process.  

Remember 

Constructive criticism actually gives you the greatest opportunity to improve your practice, so it is 

really important that you take notice of any negative feedback you receive. 

Each step below corresponds with a question on the Evaluation Form 

1. Evaluate each technique you used. (Do you think it worked well? Would you use it again?) 

2. Assess the engagement objectives determined in the scoping for engagement form. (What did 

you want to find out or tell the community?) 

3. Assess participation rates. (How many people were made aware of your engagement process? 

How many people did you expect to participate? How many people actually participated?) 

4. Assess the overall engagement process. (What was the engagement promise determined in 

stage two? Was the engagement promise fulfilled? What worked well? What challenges were 

encountered? How were these addressed? What were the lessons learned?) 

5. How did the engagement process contribute to the project's overall decision-making process? 

Evaluation debrief 

Once you have completed your own evaluation it is valuable to organise a meeting with the 

community engagement team, to gain their feedback on your process and also provide feedback on 

how it was to work with the team and to share the things you learnt from the process that will assist 

the organisation in future engagements. This is particularly important so we can continue to improve 

the service provided to the community. 

Reporting on Engagement 

In developing a Council report on your engagement it is important to include the following 

information that will be already recorded in your engagement plan or evaluation form; the IAP2 level 

at which you engaged, its description and the corresponding promise to the community; the purpose 

of the engagement; the target community for your engagement, for example the whole community, 

users of a particular service, a specific demographic etc. (this is a summary of the stakeholders from 

the Planning Template); a description of the engagement activities that you undertook; a summary 

of participation; a statement on whether you achieved the purpose of the engagement and the 

impact that Community Engagement had on the outcome of your project. 

http://thepulse/Templates/6-Evaluation_Form.docx
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Celebrate! 

Don’t forget to stop and congratulate yourself and your team. Always take the time to acknowledge 

the hard work and successes you have had. 

 

Additional resources to support engagement 

Public Participation in Government Decision Making - Better Practice Guide, Victorian Auditor 

General’s Office 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples Engagement toolkit, Australian Human Rights 

Commission 

Book 1 - An Introduction to Engagement, Department of Sustainability and Environment 

Book 2 - The Engagement Planning Workbook, Department of Sustainability and Environment 

Book 3 - The Engagement Toolkit, Department of Sustainability and Environment 

100 Ideas to Help Engage Hard to Reach People, Capire Consulting Group 

Inclusive consultation and communication with people with a disability, Department of Planning and 

Community Development

http://thepulse/Communityengagement/Shared%20Documents/Public-Participation-Best-Practice-Guide.pdf
http://thepulse/Communityengagement/Shared%20Documents/Aboriginal%20and%20Torres%20Strait%20Islander%20Peoples%20Engagement%20Toolkit%202012%20(pdf).pdf
http://thepulse/Communityengagement/Shared%20Documents/Book_1_-_An_Introduction_to_Engagement.pdf
http://thepulse/Communityengagement/Shared%20Documents/Book_2_-_The_Engagement_Planning_Workbook.pdf
http://thepulse/Communityengagement/Shared%20Documents/Book_3_-_The_Engagement_Toolkit.pdf
http://thepulse/Communityengagement/Shared%20Documents/100_ideas_to_engage_hard_to_reach_people.pdf
http://thepulse/Communityengagement/Shared%20Documents/Inclusive_consultation_communication_guide.pdf
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2. SCOPING FOR ENGAGEMENT  

This template is designed to assist in bringing together all the relevant information regarding a project, to 

ensure staff are well prepared before beginning the planning phase of engagement and to determine whether 

engagement is required or preferable for a particular project. 

Once the scoping document has been completed, please send a copy to the Manager of Community 

Development, attaching any supporting documents. 

For further information please consult the community engagement tool kit guide. If you have any questions 

contact Martin Bride martin.bride@hrcc.vic.gov.au or Melissa Morris melissa.morris@hrcc.vic.gov.au  

CONTACT DETAILS PROJECT MANAGER 

Name:       Email:       Phone:       

Project Name:       

Date:       

1.  Explain the project in a few sentences       

2.  What do you want to find out or tell the community?       

3.  What are the non-negotiables/constraints?       

4.  What is the history of this project?       

5.  Who do you think will be involved in the process or have an interest in the outcome?  

 List here the internal stakeholders (within Council)       

 List here the external stakeholders (Community, government, other organisations, etc.)       

6.  What are the potential views or concerns about this project?       

7.  What are the project timeframes? (i.e. how long have you got to undertake community engagement?) 

      

8.  Is there a budget available to support this process?       

9.  What are your indicators of success for this project?       

10. Complete the Stakeholder analysis tool. 

 

mailto:martin.bride@hrcc.vic.gov.au
mailto:melissa.morris@hrcc.vic.gov.au
http://thepulse/Templates/3-Stakeholder_Analysis.docx
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3. STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS  

Purpose: To determine who should be involved in the project and at what level their engagement should be. 

How to use: This is best completed in a group, for example a steering committee or working group. This will 

help ensure that as many stakeholders as possible are identified and that each stakeholder’s resources and 

interest are evaluated from a range of perspectives. 

Who are the stakeholders? Stakeholders are the individuals, groups and organisations that are or may be 

affected by the project. This can include adjacent residents, ethnic groups, absent owners, community groups, 

sporting clubs, agencies and Council’s other departments or directorates. 

Stakeholders and the location on the analysis graph are best completed as a group activity. 

From the list of stakeholders, considering each one in turn, think of their interests from their perspective. 

What is at stake for them? Are they really concerned about the issues relating to the project? 

Then consider what resources they bring to the project. Do they have the influence and power to make the 

project succeed or fail? 

Using the matrix drawn on a white board or butchers paper, determine where each stakeholder should be. 

There may be considerations not covered by this simple analysis and stakeholders may need to be adjusted up 

the engagement spectrum. 

Once stakeholders have been placed in the matrix each stakeholder will be in one of the four quadrants 

(Consult/Involve, Consult, Collaborate or Inform). The stakeholders can then be listed in the appropriate 

section of the table. Using the engagement tools matrix, methods and techniques can be assigned to 

stakeholder groups. 
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Level of Engagement Stakeholder Possible Tools & Methods 

EMPOWER IAP2 promise - We will 

implement what you decide.  

  

COLLABORATE IAP2 promise - We 

will work together with you to 

formulate solutions and 

incorporate your advice and 

recommendations into the 

decisions to the maximum extent 

possible. 

  

INVOLVE IAP2 promise - We will 

work with you to ensure that your 

concerns and aspirations are 

directly reflected in the 

alternatives developed and 

provide feedback on how public 

input influenced the decision.  

  

CONSULT IAP2 promise - We will 

keep you informed, listen to and 

acknowledge concerns and 

aspirations, and provide feedback 

on how public input influenced 

the decision. We will seek your 

feedback on drafts and proposals. 

  

INFORM IAP2 promise - We will 

keep you informed. 

All stakeholder groups plus the 

wider community 

 

 

Alternative definition - A stakeholder is any entity with a declared or conceivable interest or stake in a policy 

concern. The range of stakeholders relevant to consider for analysis varies according to the complexity of the 

reform area targeted and the type of reform proposed and, where the stakeholders are not organised, the 

incentive to include them. Stakeholders can be of any form, size and capacity. They can be individuals, 

organisations, or unorganised groups.
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4. ENGAGEMENT METHOD SELECTION  

The following table matches the tools to the IAP2 Public Participation Spectrum. A bracketed tick 

indicates the tool that best fits the engagement type (inform, consult, involve, collaborate or 

empower). The Community Engagement Policy contains further information on how the definitions 

and promises in the spectrum should inform Council’s engagement processes. 

You will also notice the ‘diverge’ and ‘converge’ columns in the table. A diverging tool is one that is 

predominantly focussed on generating ideas and information. A converging tool brings information 

together and enables decisions to be made or a solution/recommendation to be identified. Some 

tools can be both diverging and converging, while others are more specific and focussed on either 

generating ideas or making decisions. 

This table is intended as a guide only and focuses on matching decision-making processes to your 

purpose of engagement. The table can also be used for individual decision-making.  

You may need to employ varying types of engagement for the same stakeholder during the lifespan 

of your project. A range of tools may be utilised and consequently the promise made at differing 

stages in the project process will need to be accommodated. 

The methods (and others) in the table overleaf are described in the DSE resource ‘Book 3 The 

engagement toolkit’.  Alternatively there is table on the Community Engagement section of the 

Intranet (Engagement Method Selection) that contains embedded links that connect directly to the 

techniques in the resource.

http://thepulse/Communityengagement/Shared%20Documents/IAP2-Engagement_Levels.pdf
http://thepulse/Policies%20%20Procedures/Community%20Engagement%20Policy.pdf
http://thepulse/Communityengagement/Shared%20Documents/Book_3_-_The_Engagement_Toolkit.pdf
http://thepulse/Communityengagement/Shared%20Documents/Book_3_-_The_Engagement_Toolkit.pdf
http://thepulse/Communityengagement/SitePages/Engagement%20Method%20Selection.aspx
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Tool Inform Consult Involve Collaborate Empower Diverge Converge 
Brainstorming   {} {} {}   

Briefings {}       

Citizen committees  {}      

Community fairs {}       

Community profiling  {}      

Conference {}       

Deliberative opinion 
polls 

 {}      

Displays and exhibits {}       

Field trips {}       

Fishbowl  {}      

Focus groups        

Information contacts        

Information 
repository 

       

Key stakeholder 
interviews 

       

Kitchen table 
discussion 

 {}      

Media Releases {}       

Mind maps  {}      

Newspaper inserts  {}      

Nominal group     {}   

Open house  {}      

Open space 
technology 

    {}   

Poster competitions {}       

Printed information {}       

Prioritisation matrix    {}    

Public involvement 
volunteers 

  {}     

Public meeting  {}      

Questionnaires and 
responses 

 {}      

Shopfront {}       

Simulation 
(electronically 

generated) 

  {}     

Sketch interviews  {}      

Speakout (version 2)     {}   

Study circles   {}     

Submissions  {}      

Surveys  {}      

Technical assistance   {}     

Technical reports and 
discussion papers 

{}       

Visioning    {}    

Websites        

Workshops   {}     
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5. ENGAGEMENT PLANNING TOOL  

CONTACT DETAILS OF ORGANISING PERSON 

Name:       Position:       Directorate:       

Phone:       Email:       

1. Project Engagement Summary 

Name of project:       Dates of engagement:       

Purpose of engagement:       

Level of impact:       Level of Engagement:       

Community Engagement goal:       

Promise to the community:       
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2. Stakeholders - Use the results of the stakeholder analysis to complete this section 

Internal 

Who IAP2 How will they be involved? Done 

    

    

    

    

    

External 

Who IAP2 How will they be involved? Done 

    

    

    

    

    

http://thepulse/Templates/3-Stakeholder_Analysis.docx
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3. Engagement activities- “Book 3 – The Engagement Toolkit” 

Activity Date Brief Description Tools and Techniques Time Venue 

      

      

      

 

4. Equity of Access to Engagement  

Some ways to improve access: Provide contact details in your publicity and a simple statement such as “If you have accessibility needs please contact…” or “For 

additional access requirements please specify with RSVP”. When selecting a venue for events ensure the venue is accessible, has accessible toilets and arrange the 

seating in such a way as to allow people using wheelchairs to fully participate. Ensure that written materials are in a clear sans serif font such as Arial and that the 

font is at least 14 pt. 

For further accessibility information- “Inclusive consultation and communication guide” or talk to the Rural Access Worker. 

What steps have been taken to facilitate the engagement of: Sight impaired, hearing impaired, mobility impaired or people with other disabilities? 

Target group Access improvement If no improvement 

why not? 

Notes 

    

    

    

http://thepulse/Communityengagement/Shared%20Documents/Book_3_-_The_Engagement_Toolkit.pdf
http://thepulse/Communityengagement/Shared%20Documents/Inclusive_consultation_communication_guide.pdf
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Some ways to reduce barriers to participation: Ask Nexus to put information on their Facebook page (to increase access for young people); Have a range of means of 

engagement e.g. online, public meeting/drop-in and one-to-one phone contact .  

For further information - “100 Ideas to Help Engage Hard to Reach People”, “Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples Engagement toolkit” or talk to the 

Community Development staff. 

What steps have been taken to reduce the barriers to participation for: indigenous residents, people who have English as a second language, people with low 

literacy, young people?  

Target Group Access improvement/extra engagement option If no improvement 

why not? 

Notes 

    

    

    

 

5. Communications 

This section should always record how you are going to report back to stakeholders especially the community about the outcomes of the engagement including the 

decisions made and the next step in the project. 

Task Audience Who Progress Notes 

     

     

     

http://thepulse/Communityengagement/Shared%20Documents/100_ideas_to_engage_hard_to_reach_people.pdf
http://thepulse/Communityengagement/Shared%20Documents/Aboriginal%20and%20Torres%20Strait%20Islander%20Peoples%20Engagement%20Toolkit%202012%20(pdf).pdf
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6. Resources 

Item Date Venue Provider  

contact details 

Notes Who is 

responsible 

Progress 

       

       

       

       

 

7. Facilitator/presenter 

Name of Facilitator/presenter Company Contact details Have they 

been briefed? 

Notes 
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8. Additional Support (Staff, technical support, etc.) 

Name Company/Directorate Contact details Times and 

Dates 

Notes 
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6. REPORTING AND EVALUATION    

PROJECT DETAILS 

Name of project:       Date/s of engagement:       

Contact details (Person responsible for community engagement evaluation) 

Name:       Position:       

Directorate/department:       Phone extension:       

Evaluate each technique you used 

Technique Do you think it worked well? Would you use it again? Notes 
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Technique Do you think it worked well? Would you use it again? Notes 

    

Assess the purpose of engagement determined in the planning for engagement tool (i.e. what did you want to find out or tell the community?) 

Objective Was the objective achieved? Why or why not? Notes 

1.    

2.    

3.    
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Assess participation rates 

Evaluation question Your response Notes 

How many people were made aware 

of the engagement process? 

For example: 

How many invitations were sent out? 

What was the distribution area of the 

letterbox drop? 

  

How many people were expected to 

participate? 

For example: 

How many RSVPs were received? 

  

How many people actually 

participated? 
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Evaluation question Your response Notes 

In the scoping for engagement form 

you were asked to consider ‘What are 

your indicators of success for this 

project?’ 

Did you achieve these indicators? 

  

Assess the overall engagement process 

Evaluation question Your response What evidence is there to support this? 

What was the engagement promise 

determined during planning stage? 

(i.e. from the level of engagement) 

  

Was the engagement promise 

fulfilled? 

  

What worked well?   

What challenges were encountered?   
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Evaluation question Your response What evidence is there to support this? 

How were these addressed?   

What were the lessons learned? (i.e. 

What would you do differently?) 

  

What was the community and 

stakeholder response to the 

outcomes, decisions and next steps? 

  

 

How did the engagement process contribute to the overall decision-making process of the project?       

Did you use an outside facilitator or presenter? If so were they effective? Were they value for money?       

If applicable, which member of the community development team provided support to this project?       

To whom and how are you going to communicate the results of this evaluation? This could include: the community development team, your manager or director, 

EMG or Council       
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Attachment 4

Community Group

Apex Club of Horsham

Business Horsham

Country Women’s Association Horsham  

Country Women’s Association Horsham Evening Branch

Country Women’s Association May Branch

Dadswells Bridge Progress Association Inc

Federation University – Geoff Lord

Horsham Combined Pensioners and Superannuants Association

Horsham Secondary College

Independent Retirees

Lions Club of City of Horsham

Lions Club of Horsham

Lions Club of Natimuk

Longerenong??

Nexus Youth Council

Oasis Wimmera

Probus - Combined Club of Horsham

Probus Club - Horsham (Ladies)

Probus Club - Horsham (Mens)

Probus Club - Horsham East (Ladies)

Quota International of the Wimmera

Rotary Club of Horsham

Rotary Club of Horsham East

St Brigids College

U3A

Victorian Farmers Federation

BUDGET DISCUSSIONS - COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT (February to May 2016)
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Procedure 

 

POLICY DEVELOPMENT, IMPLEMENTATION,  

REVIEW AND APPROVAL 
 

1. PURPOSE 

 

To ensure that all Horsham Rural City Council (HRCC) policies are developed, reviewed, 

implemented and approved using a consistent approach.   

 

2.  INTRODUCTION 

 

HRCC has an approved Policy Framework (Council Policy No C04/001).   This procedure 

contains the rules and controls required for policy development, implementation, 

review and approval. 

 

3.  SCOPE 

 

This procedure applies to the development, implementation, review and approval of all 

Council and Administrative policies for HRCC. 

 

4.  DEFINITIONS 

 

Administrative Policies:  Policies that focus on how the internal administration of HRCC 

operates and do not have any direct or significant impact on the public.  These policies 

are approved by the Chief Executive or Executive Management Group.  It is not 

necessary for Administrative policies to be formally adopted by Council, unless they 

have a material consequence for Council’s budget.  

 

Council Policies:  Policies generated by HRCC’s strategic direction which have attributes 

that directly impact on the public.  These policies are endorsed by the Executive 

Management Group and adopted by resolution of Council. 
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Document Master List:  A listing of all HRCC policies, procedures, frameworks, plans, 

forms, templates, guidelines and other such related documents, which is stored centrally 

on the intranet. 

 

Framework:  Sets out the broad principles required to guide HRCC plans, policies and 

procedures. 

 

Policy:  Regulates, directs and controls actions and conduct.  Policies give effect to 

relevant HRCC principles, values, goals and strategies and help improve overall risk 

exposure.  Policies can range from broad philosophies to specific rules but they do not 

contain procedural content. 

 

Policy Owner:  The position/department/unit with overarching responsibility for the 

policy.  The Policy Owner must ensure that the policy is relevant and implemented, 

maintained, reviewed and approved in accordance with this procedure.   

 

Procedure:  Tells users how to, and who will, implement the policy.  Procedures are 

specific, factual, succinct and to the point.  They do not include detailed descriptions of 

routine processes, timelines, forms and templates which may be subject to frequent 

modification at the user level.  Procedures should be approved by the Chief Executive or 

relevant Group Director. 

 

Responsible Officer:  The Responsible Officer has the ongoing responsibility of ensuring 

that the procedure remains relevant and that it is implemented, maintained and 

reviewed. 

  

5.  ACTIONS 

 

The Policy Owner will guide the development, implementation, review and approval of 

the policy to ensure that the content is accurate, does not conflict with other Council 

policies and aligns with the current Council direction.  The following steps will be taken: 

 

STEP ONE – Problem/Issue Identification and Analysis 

 

• Identify the reason for policy development/review. There are usually triggers that 

highlight the need to develop or review a policy, eg, change in legislation, 

circumstances, need for a commitment on an issue, community request, review of 

the strategic direction in the Council Plan or reasonable risk in not having a policy. 
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• Identify any relevant laws.  Current or new legislation may have a direct influence 

on policy development or review, eg, the Victorian Charter of Human Rights and 

Responsibilities Act 2006 or the Victorian Disability Act 2006, and may necessitate 

the need to review relevant policies to reflect this legislation.  

 

• Is there an existing policy with the same intent?  Identify related policies or any 

links to other documentation, eg, the Staff Development policy may link to the Study 

Leave policy which may need to be changed also.   

 

• Stakeholder feedback.  Identify the scope and key stakeholders.  The key 

stakeholders are those directly affected by the policy, including those responsible for 

implementation and compliance monitoring and must be consulted during 

development or revision of the policy. 

  

STEP TWO – Research 

 

• Research/review any relevant literature on best practice to determine whether the 

policy is still consistent with best practice, Council’s strategic direction and/or 

changes in government policy and legislation.  If possible, consider policies from 

similar organisations by using existing networks and contacts.   

 

STEP THREE – Development/Review Process 

 

• Determine who is involved in developing/reviewing the policy.  In some instances, it 

may be appropriate to establish a small working group. 

 

• Prepare a draft policy using the HRCC Policy Template. 

 

• The draft policy should: 

- be clear and concise; 

- consider the needs of users and stakeholders; 

-  align with Council’s values and strategic direction; and 

-  not contradict other HRCC policies. 
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STEP FOUR – Consultation/Analysis 

 

• Circulate to relevant key stakeholders for feedback. 

• Consider ALL feedback, and provide reasons if you choose not to include feedback. 

• Amend, revise, redraft, re-circulate as appropriate. 

• Determine if a new procedure or amendment to an existing procedure is required. 

 

STEP FIVE – Quality Control 

• Once the consultation/analysis process has been completed, the policy should be 

submitted to the Organisational Development Unit who will conduct a final check of 

the content, format and style for consistency.  They will also give consideration to 

relevant Council obligations, for example, human rights, access and inclusion, etc. 

 

STEP SIX – Approval 

 

• When the key stakeholders and Organisational Development Unit are satisfied with 

the draft, policy endorsement/approval should be sought.    

• For Council policies, endorsement is required from the Executive Management 

Group prior to submitting the policy to Council for approval via a formal resolution of 

Council.   

• For Administrative policies, approval is required from the Executive Management 

Group.  These policies do not require approval via a formal resolution of Council, 

unless they have material consequences for Councils budget.     

 

STEP SEVEN – Policy Register 

 

• Once the policy is approved, an electronic copy should be forwarded to the 

Organisational Development Unit.  The policy will be allocated with a policy number 

number and entered onto the Document Master List.  The Organisational 

Development Unit will forward a copy of the policy to the Records Department and 

arrange for it to go onto the website and/or intranet as appropriate. 

 

STEP EIGHT – Communication/Implementation 

 

• Following approval and registration, the outcome should be communicated 

appropriately including details on how the policy is to be applied. 
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• You should consider: 

- How will you educate your stakeholders in the new policy? 

- What marketing/promotion do you need to do? 

- Does it refer to an old policy or other related material that requires updating? 

- Do you need an amnesty period? 

- What evidence or records do you need to keep of the implementation? 

- What allocation of resources, training and rule changes are required? 

- What budget do you have to do the things you have planned? 

- How will related publications/documents that may be impacted by the policy 

be updated? 

 

STEP NINE – Policy Review 

 

• Policies must be monitored and reviewed regularly or as necessary.  When reviewing 

a policy you should ask the following questions: 

- Is the policy still consistent with best practice, strategic directions and 

changes in legislation? 

- Does the policy continue to meet stakeholder needs? 

- Does the policy meet current compliance levels? 

- Are there any related policies that need to be revised or rescinded? 

 

6. COMMUNICATION 

 

• HRCC Staff Newsletter 

• HRCC Intranet 

• HRCC Staff Meetings 

• HRCC Website 

• Email to all staff 

 

7. RESPONSIBILITY 

 

Responsible Officer: Organisational Development Manager 

 

8. SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS 

Document Location 

Council Policy No C04/001 – Policy Framework Intranet/Website 

Policy Template Intranet 

Procedure Template Intranet 
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9. DOCUMENT CONTROL 

Version 

Number 

Approval 

Date 

Approval By Amendment 

01 18/03/13 Council New Procedure 
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Council Policy 

 

POLICY FRAMEWORK 

 
1. PURPOSE 

 

To ensure that all Horsham Rural City Council (HRCC) policies are necessary, current, 

relevant and useful, by providing a framework for their design, approval, 

implementation, monitoring and review. 

 

2. INTRODUCTION 

 

Over a long period of time, many HRCC policies have not been developed using a 

common approach.  They have not been regularly reviewed to ensure that they align 

with current Council direction and do not conflict with other Council policies. Sometimes 

policies have not been appropriately adopted and although essentially only in “Draft” 

status, are in operation.  No common approach to formatting has been adopted. 

 

3. SCOPE 

 

This policy applies to all Council and Administrative policies for HRCC. 

 

4. DEFINITIONS 

 

Administrative Policies:  Policies that focus on how the internal administration of HRCC 

operates and do not have any direct or significant impact on the public. These policies 

are approved by the Chief Executive or Executive Management Group.  It is not 

necessary for Administrative policies to be formally adopted by Council, unless they 

have a material consequence for Councils budget. 

 

Council Policies:  Policies generated by HRCC’s strategic direction which have attributes 

that directly impact on the public. These policies are endorsed by the Executive 

Management Group and adopted by resolution of Council. 
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Document Master List:  A listing of all HRCC policies, procedures, frameworks, plans, 

forms, templates, guidelines and other such related documents, which is stored centrally 

on the intranet. 

 

Framework:  Sets out the broad principles required to guide HRCC plans, policies and 

procedures. 

 

Policy:  Regulates, directs and controls actions and conduct. Policies give effect to 

relevant HRCC principles, values, goals and strategies and help improve overall risk 

exposure.  Policies can range from broad philosophies to specific rules but they do not 

contain procedural content. 

 

Policy Owner:  The position/department/unit with overarching responsibility for the 

policy.  The Policy Owner must ensure that the policy is relevant and implemented, 

maintained, reviewed and approved. 

 

Principles:  The fundamental norms, rules or values that govern the policy. 

 

Procedure:  Tells users how to, and who will, implement the policy. Procedures are 

specific, factual, succinct and to the point.  They do not include detailed descriptions of 

routine processes, timelines, forms and templates which may be subject to frequent 

modification at the user level. 

 

5. PRINCIPLES 

 

5.1 This Policy Framework will regulate the development of policies and ensure clarity 

between Council Policies and Administrative Policies. 

 

5.2 All policies will assign responsibility and accountability to ensure due diligence.  They 

should be relevant and transparent in their intentions and meaning. 

 

5.3 All policies will be prepared using the Policy Development, Implementation, Review 

and Approval Procedure. 

 

5.4 All policies will be finalised and formatted in accordance with the HRCC Policy 

Template. 

 

5.5 Relevant procedures relating to any policy will be implemented using the HRCC 

Procedures Template. 
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5.6 Matters which impact directly on the public are Council Policies and are managed 

through formal Council processes. 

 

5.7 Matters which are administrative in nature and do not impact on the public are 

Administrative Policies and are managed by Council Officers in the course of 

undertaking their duties. 

 

5.8 All policies will be developed in consultation with relevant key stakeholders. 

 

5.9 Policies may stand alone or be connected with, or derived from, other policies, 

legislation, regulations or local law. 

 

6. COMMUNICATION 

 

• Staff Newsletter 

• Intranet 

• Staff Meetings 

• Website 

• Email to all staff 

 

7. RESPONSIBILITY 

 

Policy Owner: Director Corporate Services 

 

8. SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS 

Document Location 

Policy Development, Implementation, Review and Approval 

Procedure 

Intranet/Website 

Policy Template Intranet 

Procedure Template Intranet 

 

9. DOCUMENT CONTROL 

Version 

Number 

Approval 

Date 

Approval By Amendment 

01 18/03/13 Council New Policy 

 

 














